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Introduction

The FRISSBE project

The FRISSBE project will 
implement new practices at the 
Slovenian National Building and 
Civil Engineering Institute, ZAG, 
by attracting and maintaining 
high quality human resources 
under the direction of the ERA 
Chair holder. The project will lead 
to lasting, sustainable structural 
changes to achieve excellence 
at ZAG and spread excellence in 
the region. Designed structural 
changes aim to achieve excellence 
in the field of fire-safe sustainable 
built environments, modify ZAG’s 
research and innovation landscape, 
intensify strong cooperation with 
industry and result in enhanced 
competitiveness in attaining 
projects.

FRISSBE’s visual identity follows 
the main focus of the project.
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The logo
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Logo overview

Abstract mark

This is the main symbol 
of the FRISSBE visual identity.

The main fragments of the image 
are square blocks illustrating 
the bricks that form the building. 
Indirectly, also represents human 
control over fire. Whole symbol 
abstractly correspond to main 
mission of the FRISSBE project.
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Logo overview

sign abstractly represents building 

and human control over fire 
acronym 

long project name

The logo

The main logo consist of 
a symbol, acronym and long 
form title.
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Logo versions

Primary logo

In primary use, there is an 
extended logo which consists 
of a symbol, an acronym and 
a long project name. It is used in 
formal documents and when there 
are no descriptions or titles related 
to the essence of the project 
next to the logo.

4x

1x

Logo in grid

Ratio: 4x : 1x (1x is 1 unit)
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Logo versions

Secondary logo

The secondary logo is a 
combination of symbol 
and acronym. It is often used 
on smaller formats and image 
backgrounds. It is also used 
in formal documents when a 
longer project title (Fire-safe 
sustainable built environment) 
is already explained or mentioned 
in the title. This avoids duplication 
of the same meaning.

11x

2x

Logo in grid

Ratio: 11x : 2x (1x is 1 unit)
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Protecting the logo

1/2 “i” x

Space inviolability

It is important that logo has 
enough optimal space around 
the logo. 

Exclusion zone is defined by letter 
“i” as an unit (marked with x).

1 “i” x

1 “i” x

1/2 “i” x

1 “i” x
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Positive / Negative

Logo in positive and negative.
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Logo sizing

Press

The minimum recommended 
length of primary logo is 50 mm. 
The maximum length is 
not defined.

The minimum recommended 
length of secondary logo is 30 
mm. The maximum length is 
not defined.

minimum: 40 mm

Web

 The minimum recommended 
length of primary logo is 180 px. 
The maximum length is not defined.

The minimum recommended 
length of secondary logo is 132 px. 
The maximum length is not defined.

minimum: 30 mm

minimum: 180 px minimum: 132 px
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Incorrect use of the logo

FRISSBE

Examples of the incorrect use

Do not change the composition 
of the logo or the colors that 
are certain in the FRISSBE 
visual identity. Do not use the 
logo in primary color on a busy 
background.

Any alteration is incorrect. Do 
not use different typeface in the 
logotype. Do not use the reverse 
order of the colors although they  
are in the FRISSBE color palette.

fire-safe built sustainable environment fire-safe built 
sustainable environment

fire-safe built 
sustainable 
environment
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Colours
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Colours

Colour overview

Colour palette represents 
harmonic earthy tones in contrast 
with bold red. 

Abstractly represents everything
what FRISSBE project stands for.

6 
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Colours

Primary

Primary colour palette
represents the elements that
are indirectly connected with the 
essence of FRISSBE project.

Fire Red is used in logo and in 
accents. Charcoal black is base 
color in text. White color is 
the base color. Wide negative 
space assures clarity in the 
whole visual identity. 

Color Nature and Concrete 
are used in additional graphic 
elements and in subtitles when 
needed.  

P 485 C 

CMYK: 6, 98, 100, 1
RGB: 225, 37, 27 
HEX: #E1251B

Fire

P Neutral Black C 

CMYK: 72, 66, 64, 72
RGB: 34, 34, 34
HEX: #222222

Concrete

P 5615 C 

CMYK: 64, 40, 62, 19
RGB: 93, 114, 97
HEX: #5D7261

P 5615 C 

CMYK: 64, 40, 62, 19
RGB: 93, 114, 97
HEX: #5D7261

Charcoal

P 7534 C 

CMYK: 18, 16, 24, 0
RGB: 209, 204, 189
HEX: #D1CCBD

Nature

White
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Colours

Secondary

Secondary colour palette
upgrades the primary one.

Mostly it is used in additional
graphic elements when the wider 
color range is needed; specially 
when it comes to RGB space or 
infographics.

CMYK: 68, 61, 60, 47
RGB: 64, 64, 64
HEX: #404040

Stone

CMYK: 72, 66, 64, 72
RGB: 34, 34, 34
HEX: #222222

Air

CMYK: 64, 40, 62, 19
RGB: 93, 114, 97
HEX: #5D7261

Antracite

CMYK: 7, 6, 5, 0
RGB: 237, 233, 233
HEX: #EDE9E9

Land
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Typography
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Typography

Nunito Sans
Nunito Sans Regular

Nunito Sans Extralight
Nunito Sans Extralight Italic

Nunito Sans Light
Nunito Sans Light Italic

Nunito Sans Regular
Nunito Sans Italic

Nunito Sans SemiBold 
Nunito Sans SemiBold Italic

Nunito Sans Bold
Nunito Sans Bold Italic

Nunito Sans Extrabold
Nunito Sans ExtraBold Italic

Nunito Sans Black
Nunito Sans Black Italic

Nunito Sans Bold

Nunito Sans Extra Bold

Nunito sans is sans serif font
that is primarily used in FRISSBE 
visual identity and it has large 
spectre of weights.

In practice, the most used are 
Nunito Sans Regular for body text 
or Nunito Sans Bold and Nunito 
Sans ExtraBold for Titles and 
subtitles.

Other weights are used if 
needed, specially when it comes 
to Microsoft office documents 
and different levels of contents.  
Always assess the information 
you are working on and organise 
it in a clear and logical hierarchy. 

ABCČDEFGHIJKLMNOPRŠTUVZŽXWQYĐ
abcčdefghijklmnoprsštuvzžxwqyđ

!”#$%&’()=?*_-.,+;:@/
1234567890

ABCČDEFGHIJKLMNOPRŠTUVZŽXWQYĐ
abcčdefghijklmnoprsštuvzžxwqyđ

!”#$%&’()=?*_-.,+;:@/
1234567890

ABCČDEFGHIJKLMNOPRŠTUVZŽXWQYĐ
abcčdefghijklmnoprsštuvzžxwqyđ

!”#$%&’()=?*_-.,+;:@/
1234567890
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Typeface in use

Examples of typeface in use

Title Headings

Title Headings

Title Headings

Primarily whole text is in 
charcoal black. Other colours 
can be used when needed; In 
highlights, titles or subtitles. 

For headings we always use 
Left align. The body text is 
never centered.

Some alteration are allowed 
due to different range of 
usage. The most exceptions 
can be used in Microsoft Office 
documents.

Bullets are always square dots.

Subtitle Subtitle

Nis qui offic tem aliamet quo blam, te et 
acerectur aut rem doluptat que pro tem 
experibus explaut que doles maio. Agnimus 
as magnisquas enditaqui iliquas ex et et 
qui rempos dolorestis remped quuntis repel 
ini omnist, officatur similli quodipsae cus, 
idesequam “eliquasin” provitio cusam aut et 
alibus, ut lit, officte vernatem.

Nis qui offic tem aliamet quo blam, te et 
acerectur aut rem doluptat que pro tem

Nis qui offic tem aliamet quo blam, te et 
acerectur aut rem doluptat que pro tem

Optional title
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Logo application
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Logo positioning 

Logo positioning in print

When applying the logotype, 
it is important to assure enough 
space between the logo and 
the edges of the document. 

Recommended positioning 
is shown on the right. When 
it comes to different formats, 
use the same propotional 
standard with exceptions.

15 mm

12 mm

12
 m

m

10
 m

m

50 mm

40 mm

A5A4
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Logo on background

Logo comes in 3 colour versions. 
Primarily used logo is version in 
fire and charcoal color. 

It is always on white background 
or on a photo background.

When the photo background 
is busy or contains more visual  
informations, we use the negative 
logo.

Logo on color image background
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Logo on background

When it comes to darker 
backgrouds we need to use 
negative or white version of the 
logo.

On black and white backgrounds, 
we can use the positive or 
negative version - black or white 
logo.

We choose the version which 
assures the best possible visibility 
of a logotype.

Logo on b&w background
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